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Perceptual organization is thought to involve an analysis ofboth textural discontinuities and
perceptual grouping. In earlier work, we found that textural discontinuities were detected nor-
mally evenwhenvisualattention wasengaged elsewhere. Here we reporthowperceptual group-
ing isaffected when visual attention isengaged by aconcurrentxisual task. To elicit perceptual
grouping, we used the Gestalt demonstrations ofgrouping onthe basisof proximity and ofsimi-
larity. Four tasks were investigated, some requiringthe observer to discriminate between hon-
zontal and vertical grouping, and some requiring the observer to merely detect the presence or
absence ofgrouping. Visual attention was engaged at thecenter ofthedisplay by aform-identifi-
cation task. The detection ofa textural discontinuity served as acontrol task. Concurrent form
identification conflictedwithall fourgroupingtasks, resulting inasignificant reductionofgroup-
ing performancein eachcase. Noperformancereductionwas observed wheneither formidentifi-
cation or grouping discriminationwas combined with the detection ofa textural discontinuity.
These results suggest that perceptual grouping andform identificationcompetefor visual atten-
tion, whereas the detection of a textural discontinuity does not.
Theprinciples thatgovernperceptual organizationform
one ofthe most enduring subjects in visionresearch. One
formofperceptual organizationwas studied by the Gestalt
psychologists, who formulated laws ofproximity, simi-
larity, continuity, commonfate, and closure to account
for thephenomenon ofperceptual grouping, which is how
they termed thevisual system’s tendency toaggregatedis-
crete stimulus elements into largerwholes (Koffka, 1935;
Wertheimer, 1923). Another form ofperceptual organi-
zation arisesfrom the visual system’s ability to “fast and
effortlessly” segment a visual scene on the basis oftex-
ture, a phenomenon that has been termed texture segre-
gation (Julesz, 1981; Watt, 1991). Aggregative and segre-
gative forms of perceptual organization are believed to
be related (Beck, 1982; Treisman, 1982), and they are
both thoughtto contribute tothe separationof figurefrom
ground, thus preparing the way for visual recognition.
Although the events leading to visual recognition are
little understood, the existence of two complementary
types ofvisual processes is generally recognized, and the
two types have beenawarded the appellationpreattentive
and attentive, respectively (Julesz, 1981; Neisser, 1967;
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Treisman & Gelade, 1980). In ourview, these terms are
apt, butperhaps tooweighty in their implications. Atypi-
calpreattentive process is reflexively activatedby visual
stimulation, whereas a typical attentive process depends
not only on stimulation but also on the observer’s adoption
of a certain perceptual stance or disposition; it depends
on visual attention. Since the adoption of one attentive
stance or disposition seems to preclude, or at least ob-
struct, the simultaneous adoption of another, an alternative
metaphor is to say that attentive processes are limited by
the availability of a perceptual resource. Of preattentive
processes, which are independentofthe observer’s atten-
tive stance or disposition, one may say that they are
resourcefree.
Thesubject ofthis paper is therelationship between per-
ceptual grouping, on the one hand, and visual attention,
on the other. Does perceptual grouping require fullac-
cess to the resources ofvisual attention? Or does group-
ing occur even when attentive resources are unavailable
(e.g., because they are committed elsewhere)? In earlier
work on texture segregation, we found that this percep-
tual process is largely independentof the availability of
the resources of visual attention (Braun & Sagi, 1990,
1991), and this result is oncemore confirmed here. Given
the apparent similarity between perceptual grouping and
texture segregation (Beck, 1982; Treisman, 1982), we
wanted to investigate whether perceptual grouping is as
independent ofattentive resources astexture segregation
appears to be.
As has been known at least since the demonstrations
of the Gestalt psychologists (Koffka, 1935), the percep-
tual organization imposed by grouping processes canbe
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compelling. More recent demonstrations ofthe grouping
phenomenon are Glass patterns (Glass, 1969; Glass &
Perez, 1973), in which the collinearity ofnumerous ran-
domly placed pairs of dots causes the formation of per-
ceptual “grainlines” and a larger scale organization
emerges from the collective of “grainlines.” Another
striking instance of grouping is the perceptual clusters
formed in displays in which the convex- and concave-
appearing tokens used to study shape-from-shading
(Ramachandran, 1988) are mixed. Grouping processes
may also account, at least in part, for numerous demon-
strations involving motion coherence (e.g., Ramachan-
dran & Anstis, 1985; Ullman, l979a), as in the sudden
disambiguation ofa monocularly viewedthree-dimensional
object when the object begins to rotate (Ullman, 1979b)
(cf. the Gestalt law of common fate).
One of the most extensive and continuous studies of
grouping processes has been carried out by Beck (1966,
1967, 1972; Beck, Sutter, & Ivry, 1987; see also Olson
& Attneave, 1970). He investigated the stimulusparam-
etersthat facilitategrouping on thebasis of similarity and
found that items of similar shape but different orienta-
tionare difficult to grouptogether, whereas itemsdiffer-
ing in the arrangement, but not the orientation, of their
constituent linesare groupedreadily. Beck’s findingsin-
dicate that grouping is governed by lower level mecha-
nisms, whichmoreover possess characteristics similar to
themechanisms implicated in texture segregation (Julesz,
1981, 1986; Nothdurft, 1985).
Accordingly, currenttheories ofperceptualorganization
tendto view perceptual grouping and texture segregation
as closely related processes, operatingeither concurrently
or in close succession (Beck, 1982; Beck, Prazdny, &
Rosenfeld, 1983; Treisman, 1982; Treisman & Gormi-
can, 1988). In theories that assume succession, grouping
precedes segregation: Beck et al. (1983) suggest that
segregation can occur between the global features that
emerge through grouping of local features, and Julesz
(1986) assumes that textural differences are computed be-
tween local texture elements, which in turn result from
a grouping of nearby textons (line elements).
The relationship between visual attention and the pro-
cesses underlying perceptual organization and figure-
ground separationhas for themost part eluded experimen-
talefforts, butit has nevertheless been a frequent subject
oftheoretical considerations. Theoriesofearly vision that
distinguish between preattentive and attentive processes
tend to place both texture segregation and perceptual
grouping on the preattentive side(Julesz, 1986; Treisman,
1982). Otherauthors preferto distinguish between situa-
tions in whichattention is dispersedacross the entire field
of view and situationsin which attention is focused or con-
centrated in one part (Beck & Ambler, 1973; Treisman
& Gormican, 1988). These authors tend to assume that
both texture segregation and perceptual groupingonly re-
quire dispersed attention.
In previous work, we found that the detection or local-
ization of a textural singularity is carried out normally
even whenvisualattention is focused at a distant location
inthe field ofview (thelocation ofthetarget ofa concur-
rent form identification task), suggesting that atleast some
tasks based on segregative mechanisms pose little or no
demand for attentive resources (Braun & Sagi, 1990,
1991). More generally, we suspect that local perceptual
saliencewithin homogeneous and dense stimulus textures
is attenuatedby resource-inexpensive (or -free) processes
everywhere except in the immediate vicinity of texture
borders, thus permitting the resource-inexpensive (or
-free) detection and localization of textural borders and
singularities (Rubenstein & Sagi, 1990; Sagi, 1991).
As a result ofthis earlier work ontexture segregation,
we wondered whether it would be possible todemonstrate
perceptual grouping in parts of the field of view from
which attentive resourceshave been completely or mostly
withdrawn. Ifpossible, such a demonstration would give
additional impetus to efforts tomodel theprocesses under-
lying perceptual grouping and texture segregation in sim-
ilar ways—that is, as a feed forward cascade of linear
filters with some nonlinearities interposed between suc-
cessive stages (Beck, Graham, & Sutter, 1991; Fogel &
Sagi, 1989; Malik & Perona, 1990; Rubenstein & Sagi,
1990). The opposite outcome—failure toobserve percep-
tual grouping when attentive resources are absent or
scarce—would suggest a fundamentaldifference between
aggregative and segregative contributions to perceptual
organization, and would place aggregative mechanisms
ata later stage ofvisual processing than segregativeones.
To address the issueofwhetheror not perceptualgroup-
ing presents a demand on visual attention, we needed an
experimental situation that would capture the essence of
the groupingphenomenon and that would atthe sametime
lend itself to the formulation of an objective psycho-
physical task. These requirements were met by some of
the Gestalt demonstrations, in particular those involving
proximity and similarity. Accordingly, our array iden-
tification tasks were based on these demonstrations.
In order to assess texture segregation, we used the de-
tectionofa one-elementsingularity in a densebackground
texture (Braun & Sagi, 1990, 1991). Tasks that involve
identifying a shape defined by the boundaries of a fore-
ground texture are considered elsewhere (Karni & Sagi,
1991). Toengage the attentive resources ofthe observer,
we made use of a form identification task, a choice for
which there is ample precedent (Bergen &Julesz, 1983;
Braun & Sagi, 1991; Kröse & Julesz, 1989).
Equipped with one task assumed to reflect perceptual
grouping and another assumed to engage attentive
resources, weasked observers to carry out bothtaskscon-
currently. For each task, we compared the level ofper-
formance observed underthe dual-task conditionwith the
optimal level ofperformance obtainedunder a single-task
condition. Weexpectedthis comparison toreveal whether
or not there is competition for attentive resources(Nor-
man &Bobrow, 1975; Sperling&Dosher, 1986) between
the grouping task and the task meant toengage attention.
We investigated four tasks assumed to reflect percep-
tual grouping and observed a high degree ofcompetition
for attentive resources in all fourcases. This suggestsnotATFENTION AND GROUPING 279
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Figure 1. Stimulus and mask arrays. (a, b, and c) The three smaller sizes of stimulus arrays used in Experiment 1: 3x3, 5x5,
and7x7, respectively. Thefourth sizeofarray (lix 13)usedin Experiment 1 is not shown. (d,e) Possible stimulusarraysfor Experi-
ments 2, 3, and 4. (d) A T as the central element, an L present in the array of + s, and horizontal grouping in the array. (e) A
r asthe central element, no L present, and vertical groupingin the array of +s. (f) Mask array for Experiments 2, 3, 4, 5, and
6. (g) Stimulus array for Experiment 6; groupingon the basis of element similarity (inthe horizontal direction). (h) Stimulus array
for Experiment6; absence of grouping. The stimuli for Experiment 5 are not shown.
only that perceptual grouping requires visual attention,
but alsothatperceptual groupingextends to a higherlevel
ofvisual processing than the related, preattentive process
of texture segregation.
METHOD
Observers
Five practiced observers participated in the experiments. Three
of them (S.W., R.K., and H.S.) were paid high school students
and were naive as to the purpose ofthe study. The remaining ob-
servers (M.B., J.B.) were two of the authors. All enjoyed normal
or corrected-to-normal visual acuity.
Apparatus
The stimuli were presented in a darkenvironment on aHewlett-
Packard 13lOB oscilloscope (P31 phosphor). The oscilloscope was
drivenby custom-designedhardware (Smikt, 1989), which allowed
real-timecontrol of thestimulus properties. This image-generating
system wascontrolled by a Sun 3/160workstation. The screenreso-
lution was 1,024x 1,024 pixels, and a viewingdistance ofapprox-
imately 84 cm resulted in a display subtending approximately
15° x 15°ofvisual angle.
Stimulus Patterns
Thestimuli for Experiments 2—4 consistedofdiscretepatternele-
ments that were arranged as an array of either 11 x 13 or 13x 11
rows and columns (Figures ld, le). All array elements were ran-
domly rotated, and, with one or two exceptions (see below), all
were + s. Thedifference in the number ofrows and columns was
compensated by anopposite difference in the spacingbetween rows
and columns, respectively, so that the area occupied by the entire
array was almost exactly square (16.5° x16.5°).The mean sepa-
rationofarray elements was 1.25°ofvisual angle along the more
densely populated dimension (horizontal forthe 11x 13 andvertical
for the 13x 11 array). Along the other dimension, mean element
separation was larger, namely, 1.5°of visual angle. The overall
appearance ofthearray wascharacterized by theperceptualcluster-
ingofarrayelementsalong the moredensely populated axis(prox-
imity grouping). Specifically, the 11x 13 array was organized
perceptually into horizontal and the 13x 11 array into vertical
clusters. Accordingly, wewill sometimes speak ofhorizontal and
vertical array types (Figures la—le).
In Experiment 1, arrays of four different sizes were used:
9 (3 x3), 25 (5 x5), 49 (7x7), and 143 (11x13) elements, cor-
respondingto4°x4°,7°x7°,9°x9°,and 15°xl5°ofsolidvisual
angle, respectively. Mean element separations were those speci-
fied earlier.
InExperiments5 and6, differentstimulus geometries weresome-
times required, and therefore other mean element spacings were
sometimes used: spacingsof 1.88°and 1.25°produced arrays of
9x 13 or 13 x9elements, spacingsof 1.5°and 1.5°produced ar-
raysof 11 x 11 elements, and spacingsof 1.88°and1.88°resulted
in arraysof9x9 elements. In Experiment5, all elementsotherthan
the center element were +s. In Experiment 6, both + s and Ls
were used (Figures 1g. lh). Table 1 lists the various alternatives
of array parameters employed in each experiment.
The complete set ofarray elementscomprised +, L, a T (mir-
ror reflection ofthe Hebrew letter daleth), and ar (mirror reflec-
tion ofthe Hebrew letter resh). The + and L elements were larger
and consisted ofline elements measuring 0.55°in length, while
the T and r elements were smaller, containing line elements of
0.37°length. Oneelement was displayed at every one position of
a bd
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Table 1
Horizontal Mean Vertical Mean Ratio
Experiment Separation, dh Separation, d~ dh/d, Array size
1 l.25°/l.5° 1.5/1.25° 0.83/1.2 3x3
I l.25°Il.5° 1.5/1.25° 0.83/1.2 5x5
1 l.25°/1.5° 1.5/1.25° 0.83/1.2 7x7
1, 2, 3, 4 l.25°/l.5° 1.5/1.25° 0.83/1.2 llxl3/l3xll
5 1.25°/i.5°/i.5° i.5°/1.25°/l .5° 0.83/1.2/1.0 lix 13/13xl 1/1lx 11
5 l.25°/l.88°/1.88° i.88°/l.25°/l.88° 0.67/1.5/1.0 9x l3/l3x9/9x9
6 1.5° 1.5° 1.0 11xii
the array (positions being individuated as row n, column m). The
element at each position was rotated randomly and displaced(jit-
tered) from its nominal position by someamountd~ andd~,where
d~ andd~ were chosen randomly and independently from the inter-
val —0.188° < d~ < 0.188°.
Visual Tasks
The array identification tasks usedhere are basedon the Gestalt
demonstrations ofproximity andsimilarity grouping (Koffka, 1935).
Ineach arraytype, elementsare organized perceptually into elon-
gated groups of horizontal or vertical orientation. The perceived
elongated groups extend over most ofthe width and height ofthe
display, andtheir discriminabiitygrows with increasing image size
(seeExperiment 1). Sincephysicalproperties ofthe display control
the strength and orientation of the perceptual organization, alter-
nativedisplay typescan beused to poseanobjectivediscrimination
task. Weassume that ourarray discrimination tasks arecarried out
on the basis of perceptual grouping, butofcourse we cannotsim-
ply ruleout the possibility that observers employ other visual cues
unrelated to grouping. To address this issue, wedesignedExperi-
ment 1 to examine more closely the type of cue used in our first
array identification task.
Array identification 1: Discriminationofproximity grouping
(Experiments 1-4). The presentation of either vertical (dh/dv =
1.2) or horizontal (d~/d~ = 0.8) array types, randomly and with
equal probability, permittedus to ask observers to discriminatebe-
tween these formsoforganization. The observersweremade aware
of the two array geometries and the resulting bias in perceptual
grouping, and they were instructed to reportthe perceptualorgani-
zation ofthe stimulus array intoeither horizontal rowsor vertical
columns. Ofcourse, in principle, the twoarraygeometries are dis-
criminable also on other grounds, without recourse to grouping.
Arrayidentification 2.Detectionofproximity grouping(Ex-
perunent 5). In this experiment, vertical (dh/dv > 1.0), horizon-
ml (dj~/dy< 1.0),and neutral(dh/dv = 1.0)array typeswereused,
with respectiveprobabilities of25%, 25%, and 50%. This allowed
us to posea somewhatdifferent task, which one might term ade-
tection ofgrouping: observers were instructedto report either the
presenceofaclearperceptualorganization(be it horizontal or ver-
tical) or its absence. For Experiment 5A, milderdifferences inprox-
imity were employed (11x13, 13 x11, and 11x ii elements,
dh/dv 0.8/1.2/1.0), whereas forExperiment SB, stronger differ-
ences in proximity were used (9x13, 13x9, and 9x9 elements,
dh/d~= 0.66/1.0/1.5).
Array identification 3: Detectionof similarity grouping (Ex-
periment 6). This task was used to assess grouping on the basis
of element similarity ratherthan element proximity. A squarear-
ray of ii x 11 elements was used with mean element separations
of dh = d~= 1.5°pixels. Vertical, horizontal, and neutral array
types were formed by an appropriate distribution of + s and Ls
acrossthe array. Inthe vertical arraytype (25% oftrials), +sand
Ls formedalternating columns; in the horizontal array type (25%
of trials), +s and Ls formed alternating rows; and in theneutral
array type (50% of trials), +s and Ls were distributed in random
fashion. As before, the observers were instructed to report either
the presence of a clear perceptual organization (vertical or hori-
zontal) in the distribution of + s and Ls, or the absence ofsuch
an organization (neutral).
Singularity detection (Experiments 2-5). As a way to assess
perceptual texture segregation, we chose the detection of a one-
element singularity in a dense background texture. We view the
detectionof such a singularity as a limiting caseofthe segregation
between a foregroundandabackgroundtexture, in whichthe num-
ber offoreground elements is one. Increasing the number offore-
ground elementswouldmerely serveto decrease the perceptualdif-
ficulty ofthistask. As a singularelement we used an L, embedded
in the arrayof + s. Segregation between textures composed of Ls
and + s is consideredto be fast and effortless compared with, say,
segregation between Ls and Ts, whichis thought to require scru-
tiny (Bergen & Julesz, 1983; Gurnsey & Browse, 1987; Julesz,
1981).
Accordingly, on half ofthe trials, a single randomly rotated L
appeared withinthe array of + s. The components (line elements)
ofthe L were identical to the components of the + s (only their
relative positions were different). The L was restricted to one of
the 24 array positions between 3.75°and 5.86° ofeccentricity—
that is, to the third concentric shell around thecenter ofthe array.
The intermittent presence ofthis L allowed us to posea singular-
ity detection task, in which observers reported either the presence
or the absence of an L from the stimulus array. In earlier work
(Braun& Sagi, 1990, 1991, 1992), wehave usedtextural singular-
itiesbased on element orientation ratherthanelement shape. Those
stimuli had elements with continuous luminance distribution (2-D
Gabor functions) rather than the discrete luminance distributions
used here.
Form identification (Experiments 2-6). Form identification
tasks in general, and letter identification tasks in particular, are
thought to represent a significantdemand forthe attentiveresources
ofan observer. The identification of a randomly rotated T or L,
whichis presented briefly (onthe orderof50-100 msec) and then
masked, hasbeen usedpreviously forthepurpose ofdetainingvisual
attentionandofreducingthe availabilityofattentive resources for
any concurrent, second visual tasks (Braun & Sagi, 1991; Kröse
& Julesz, 1989).
In order to estimate the length of time for which a T/L iden-
tification affects availability ofresources forany secondtask, one
canmeasurethe additional presentation time (stimulus onsetasyn-
chrony, or SOA) that an observer requires in order to perform a
second T/L identification elsewhere in the field ofview (Braun
& Sagi, 1991). The value obtained in this way turns out to be on
the order of 50-100 msecand, moreover, turns out to be roughly
equal to the presentation time required by the first T/L identifi-
cation. This outcome suggests that execution ofa T/L identifica-
tion engages attentive resources duringroughly the entire presen-
tation time. Similar conclusionsregarding the temporaldemand for
attentive resources presented by a letter identification task were
reached by Saarinen and iulesz (1991).
The question as to what fraction ofattentive resources is taken
up by a T/L identification is more difficult to answer. Taking a
naive view, one might suppose that a T/L identification takes upATTENTION AND GROUPING 281
more than halfofthe available resources, since theremaining frac-
tionof resourcesapparently does not sustain execution ofa second
T/L identification (on the assumption that both tasks need equal
amounts of resources). Although the validity of this calculation is
debatable, we feel that the result—that a T/L identification task
engages between50% and 100% ofattentive resources during most
of the presentation time—is probably not too far from the truth.
Inthe present study, either ar or a T was presented, randomly
rotated, at the centerofthe stimulus array. The observerswere re-
quired to report which letter(~or 1) had occurred at the array
center. The slight departure in shape from an L and a T increased
the perceptual difficulty of the identification task (i.e., increased
the SOA value required to achieve a given performance level) and
permitted us to match the difficulty of ourform identification task
more closely to the respective difficulties ofour array identifica-
tion and singularity detection tasks.
Mask Patterns
To ensure that all relevant aspectsofthe stimulus pattern were
masked effectively, a somewhat intricate mask array was gener-
ated(Figure 10. Theelementsofthe maskarraycombinedthevar-
ious alternative elementspresent in the stimulus array: the central
mask element combined T and r, and other mask elementscom-
bined + and L. Perceptual grouping ofthe mask array was along
the firstor second diagonal, rather than horizontal orvertical. Pre-
liminary testing with 3 subjects (M.B., J.B., and S.W.) verified
that the mask array was comparably effective for the three main
tasks: the average performance was 55%, 62%, and 58% correct
atan SOA of3O msecand 90%, 92%, and 83% correctatan SOA
of90 msec (form identification, array identification, and singular-
ity detection, respectively).
Although thestimulus andmaskwere presented in rapidsequence,
no percept ofglobal apparent motion was observed. Accordingly,
observers could not have identifiedthe stimulusarray on the basis
ofamotionpercept. Maskarrayswith horizontalorverticalgrouping
(which were notused) did give rise to a vivid motion percept. Al-
though we did not pursue the issue, it was our impression that a
motion percept resulted wheneverthe respectiveperceptualorgani-
zations ofstimulus andmaskpatterns weresimilar (e.g., both were
organized horizontally, or both were organized vertically).
The mask array was usually based on a squarearray of 10 x 11
(or ii x 10) elements, with mean element separations of 1.5°in
both dimensions. This array was then alteredby sliding even and
odd rows (orcolumns)past eachotherby 0.75°,aligning thearray
elements ofeachrow (or column)between thoseofits neighbors.
The total area occupied by the resulting array thus came to be ap-
proximately square(16.5° x 15.75°).Perceptually, the mask array
tended to assume a diagonal organization.
With the exceptionofthe centerlocation, the same element was
usedat all locations ofthe mask array. This element consisted of
a + and an L, slightly displaced with respect to each other (see
Figure if). All mask elementsofthis typewere rotated randomly,
aswell asjittered fromtheir nominalpositions. At the centerloca-
tion, anelement in the shape ofa W (the superposition ofa T and
a ~) was used. This mask element was rotated in the same man-
neras thecentral element ofthe stimulus array. Matching orienta-
tionsbetweenthecentral elementofthestimulusarray andthecentral
element of the mask array increased the strengthofthe mask for
the form identification task.
This describes the mask pattern used for Experiments 2-4, as
well as for Experiments SA and 6. For Experiment 1, the central
element was not different from all other elementsofthe maskar-
ray. ForExperiment SB, a mask array of8x9 (or 9x 8) elements
wasgenerated with meanelement separationsof100 pixels(1.88°)
and a relative displacement of SO pixels (0.94°)between alternat-
ing rows or columns.
Masking, Visible Persistence, and Concurrent Tasks
The use ofperceptual masking in a concurrent task paradigm is
motivated by assumptions that perhaps deserve explicit mention.
Aperceptual maskingpattern is thought to act atthelevelof visible
persistence, ratherthan informational persistence (Coltheart, 1980;
Irwin & Yeomans, 1986). A characteristic of visible persistence
is that it depends on intensity and durationofthe stimulation, and
that it decays within 100—300 msec of stimulus onset or offset.’
Informational persistence is relatively independentofthe parame-
ters ofstimulation and is thoughtto last longer. When perceptual
masking is employed, visible persistence can be assumed to be a
monotonically increasing function of SOA.
Accordingly, an effective masking pattern acting at the level of
visible persistence is expectedto permitperfect performance when
presented 300 msec or moreafter stimulus onsetor offset, butnot
more than chance performance when shown simultaneously with
the stimulus. All combinations of stimulus and mask used in the
present study approach chance performance for SOAs below
30 msec and perfect performance for SOAs above 150 msec, con-
sistent with theassumption that masking limits visible persistence,
rather than informational persistence, in each case.
In general, thereare a numberofreasons why a concurrent task
paradigm can produce a conflict between tasks. However, for the
tasks and task combinations investigated here, concurrent perfor-
mance approaches the 100% correct level when no masking is used
(visible persistence 100-300 msec). Accordingly, the main cause
for interference between the tasks studied here would seem to be
limited visible persistence.
Quantitative support for this assumption is supplied by earlier
studies (Adini & Sagi, 1992; Braun & Sagi, 1991), in which we
investigated the conflict between two concurrent form identifica-
tion tasks as a functionof visible persistencetime (i.e., SOA). Sub-
stantial conflict was limited to SOAs below 150 msec. In fact, the
SOA values requiredforeachtask(75% correctlevel) wereroughly
additive: 62± 3 msecfor one (foveal), 100±4msec for the other
(peripheral), and 145±8msec forone followedby theother (Braun
& Sagi, 1991, Table 1). Otherstudies showedthat theconflict be-
tween two form identification tasks disappears when the relevant
information is presented sequentially, ratherthan concurrently (Sagi
& Julesz, l985b; Saarinen & Julesz, 1991).
Given thatthe visualtasks studied here interfere only when visi-
blepersistence is limited,the causeofinterferencemust be sought
in visual processesthat requireextended access to visible stimulus
information. The mostprobable candidateforsuch aprocessis visual
attention, for it is wellknownthat competition forattentive resources
intensifies when presentation time is limited (Kahnemann, 1973;
Norman & Bobrow, 1975).
Procedure
Because we were interested in finding out how well observers
would carry out various combinations of the three tasks posed by
the stimulus, weconducted experiments under double-taskcondi-
tions (Braun & Sagi, 1990), in which the observers attempted to
perform twotasks concurrently, making simultaneous visual efforts
with respect to two aspects of the stimulus pattern. To compare,
weconducted experiments under single-task conditions, in which
observers performedonly one taskand concentrated on one aspect
ofthestimulus. Weemphasizethatthe double- andsingle-task con-
ditions had identical stimulus and mask patterns.
Under double-task conditions, the two tasks involved were
ranked—the observerwas told to treatone task asprimary and the
other as secondary. This procedure tended to insulate the primary
taskfrom any performancedecrement underdouble-taskconditions,
and to restrict any such decrement to the secondary task.
Data were collected in blocks of 50 trials. Each trial was pre-
cededby a fixationmark atthe centerofthe display. Once theob-282 BEN-AV, SAGI, AND BRAUN
serverhad indicated readiness by pressing the spacebar on astan-
dard keyboard, the trial sequence was initiated. This sequence
consisted of a dark interval of randomly variable duration (from
20 to 140 msec), thestimulus presentation(10 msec), adark interval
of fixed duration (20 to 200 msec), and the mask presentation
(100 msec). The rapidnessofthis sequence preventeda second eye
fixation. The visual availability of the stimulus pattern wascon-
trolled by the duration of the second dark interval, the length of
whichdetermined the SOA (i.e., the interval betweenstimulus and
mask onset).
The response ofthe observer consisted in typing 0o r 1 on the
keyboard. Under single-taskconditions, only oneresponse wasre-
quired, whereas two sequential responses were collected under
double-taskconditions. Theorderofresponses was fixed, thefirst
response pertaining to one task, andthe second to another. Errors
elicited feedback from the terminal bell.
Each session lasted approximately 1 handcomprised twoor three
periods devoted to one particularcondition (such as form identifi-
cation alone, or form identification and singularity detectionto-
gether). Between periods, the conditions varied in no particular
order. Each period devoted to onecondition began with blocks of
trials at the longest SOAs (110-150 msec) and ended with blocks
oftrials at the shortest SOAs (30-50 msec). Throughout the pe-
riod, SOA values were sometimesreduced andsometimes repeated,
but they were never increased.
Statistics
As mentioned earlier, a numberof differenttasks (formidentifi-
cation, singularitydetection, arrayidentification, second arrayiden-
tification, and third array identification), conditions (double and
single task), and SOA values (30-150 msec)were investigated. For
every task, condition, and SOA, several blocks of 50 trials were
conducted. For every block, performance was obtained in terms
ofpercent correct, averaged over positive and negative trials. A
meanperformance andits variancewere obtainedby averagingover
all appropriate blocks and by computing the associated standard
deviation andstandard errorvalues. Thesedata were organized into
psychometric functions specifying, for every task and condition,
the dependence of performance on SOA.
To allow a quantitativecomparison ofthepsychometric functions
obtained fordifferent tasks and/orconditions, everypsychometric
function wascharacterized in termsofauniqueparameter, T, which
was defined as:
= ~
i~O
where the index runs overall sampled SOA values t,, ~ is the
performance (range [P
0
. P0,J) at the SOA value t~,i~ is the tem-
poral spacing betweenthe t~, and1’,, andP
0are perfectperformance
and chance performance, respectively. As a consequence ofthis
definition, the numerical value ofthe parameterTis monotomcaily
related to the SOA value at threshold: as performance improves,
the values forboth threshold SOA and the parameter Tdecrease.
The main advantage of using the parameter T to characterize
psychometric functions lies in the fact that its standard error can
be computed in astraightforward manner on the basis ofthe ob-
served standard errors of the P(:
1
). This enables us to judge the
statistical significanceofthe difference betweentwo psychometric
functions. To do so, weassume that two psychometric functions
aresignificantly differentifandonly ifthe twoassociated Tvalues
are significantly different—that is, if1~T is significantly different
from zero.
RESULTS
Experiment 1: Integration Range for
Discrimination of Proximity Grouping
Our first array identification task consists of discrimi-
nating between two alternative array types that are dis-
tinguished by slightlydifferenthorizontal (d,,) and vertical
(dr) mean separationsofneighboring array elements. Per-
ceptually, the array type with dhldv = 0.8 is grouped in
a horizontal fashion, whereas thearray type withdh/d~=
1.2 is organized in a vertical manner (Figure 1; see also
the Method section).
One can conceiveof several visual strategies on which
an observer could base the performance ofthis task. Ac-
cording to signal detection theory, each strategy would
have the observermonitor one particular internal mecha-
nism with anoutput signal that carries information about
array type (the valueofdhId~).One plausible mechanism
of this type is perceptual grouping, and, because of the
sensitivity of grouping processes to proximity (Koffka,
1935), the grouping signal would be quite informative
about array type. Equally plausible is any mechanism that
merely signals the precise separation ofneighboring ar-
ray elements—in principleeven the separationofjust two
neighboring elements would suffice—and that would
therefore permit array identification. Other strategies are
conceivable as well.
To learn more about the actual visual strategy used to
carry outthe array identificationtask, we determined the
integration range of this task—the number of array ele-
ments at which performance saturates. As the considera-
tionsabove suggest, this integration range may comprise
as few as two or three elements—if array type isjudged
on the basis of the separation of a single pair of neigh-
boring array elements—or as many as all elements in the
array—ifthe judgment relies on processes that result in
the perceptual organization of the entire array.
To determineintegration range, we compared perfor-
mancefor four different arraysizes: 9 (3 x3), 25 (5 x5),
49 (7x7), and 143 (11 x 13) elements, corresponding to
4°x4°,7°x7°, 9°x9°, and 15°x15° ofsolidvisualan-
gle, respectively. The stimuli for this experiment, which,
unlikethe stimuli for subsequent experiments, werecom-
posedexclusivelyof +s, are ifiustrated in Figures la-id.
The observers were instructedto report the array type—
that is, to discriminate horizontal (dh/dv = 0.8) and
vertical (dh/dv = 1.2) arrays. One should note that the
difference between thehorizontal and vertical meanspac-
ings (d,, —d~ = 0.250) was larger than the positionalvari-
ance or jitter (—0.1875°—0.185°).
For each array size, performance was established at a
number of SOAs between 30 and 110 msec, in steps of
20 msec. The resulting psychometric curves are shown
in Figure 2a for three observers. It is clear that perfor-
mance improves with increasing array size. This outcome
becomes even more evident when a suitable SOA is se-ATFENTION AND GROUPING 283
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Figure 2. Results for Experiment 1. (a) Performance ofgrouping discrimni-
nation (ordinate) as a function of stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA, abscissa)
and ofarray size (four curves, one for each array size), for Observers M.B.,
S.W.,andJ.B. (b) Performance ofgrouping discrimination (ordinate) as a func-
tion ofarray size (abscissa), for one SOA value perobserver (threecurves, one
for each observer). (Compare Table 2.)
lected foreachobserver (M.B., 50 msec; S.W., 90 msec;
J.B., 70 msec) and performance at that SOA value is
plotted against array size, as measured in units of solid
visual angle (Figure 2b). All 3 observers exhibit similar
behavior: performance is at chancelevel for the smallest
stimulus size, improves as the stimulus size increases, and
reaches its highest level only forthe largest (11 x 13) ar-
ray. It seems quite possible that even larger array sizes
would have raised performance to even higher levels.
How does this performance increase compare with the
increase that is expected on the basis ofprobability sum-
mation? Table 2 lists the observed performance levels,
expressed as d’, for each array size, along with the d’
expected on the basis ofprobability summation. The ex-
pected d’ is obtained from the next smaller or the next
larger array size, according to the formula
d’, = d’i±i~f~L,
where N1 denotes the number of units in the array. We
assume that N1 equals the number of array elements. As
is evident from Table 2, the increase in performance as
array size increases is significantly larger than expected
on the basis of probability summation for array sizes of
3 x 3 and 5 x 5, but it is comparable to (or smaller than)
the expected value for array sizes of 7 x 7 and ii x 13.
These considerations suggest that the relevant perceptual
unit for array identification is aportion of 5x 5 elements
or more, not individual elements or pairs ofelements. Ac-
cordingly, a judgment about the precise separation be-
tween neighboring array elements is not the strategy used
A
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Table 2
Array Size Elements Angle Size Performance d’ d~from d’,
3x3 9 4°x4° 54.0±2.2 0.10±0.03 —
5x5 25 7’x7° 75.0±2.9 0.67±0.05 0.17±0.06
7x7 49 9°x9° 81.0±3.9 0.88±0.08 0.94±0.07
llxl3 143 15°x15° 88.0±0.33 1.18±0.01 1.50±0.14
by observers in carryingout the array identificationtask.
The strategythat is used instead is based on at least 5 X 5
elements, which is consistent with a strategy based on
grouping processes.
Experiment 2: Form Identification and
Discrimination of Proximity Grouping
This experiment and the following experiments were
conducted to determine the compatibility or incompati-
bility of two visual tasks performed concurrently, with
theaim ofuncovering competition for visual attentionbe-
tween the twotasks. Several points ofprocedure that are
common to all of the following experiments deserve to
be reiterated.
1. Each experiment was devoted to a particular task
combinationand consisted of two single-taskconditions,
in which observers carried out each task alone, and one
double-task condition, in which observers attempted to
carry out bothtasks together. Some experiments required
identical single-task data for their constituent tasks; in
these cases, one set of single-task data was used in the
context of all such experiments.
2. For a given level of performance, most visual tasks
require comparable stimulus presentation times (SOA
values) when carried out alone; most tasks havecompara-
ble psychometric curves. (The array identification tasks
in Experiments 5 and 6 were exceptions in this respect.)
Although stimuluspresentation time is ofcourse not iden-
tical to stimulusprocessing time, this equivalence would
nevertheless seem to hold at least for aspects of visual
processing that are rate-determining for each task. Ac-
cordingly, when an observer successfully performs two
tasks together, the rate-determining processes for each
task must have been carried out concurrently.
3. Task compatibility or incompatibility was assessed
by comparingthe performance level ofa given task with
and without theconcurrent task. Inother words, thecom-
parison ofinteresttook place not betweendifferent types
oftasks, but rather between different types ofconditions
(i.e., single-and double-taskconditions) underwhich each
task was carried out.
4. In all double-task conditions, thetasks involvedwere
ranked, one being designated primaryand the othersec-
ondary. The observers were instructed to perform op-
timally on the primarytask and on the secondary taskonly
insofar asthis would notcompromise performanceon the
primarytask. Limiting the study to one extreme point of
theattentional operatingcurve (Sperling& Dosher, 1986)
reduced the variability of the outcome, and caused any
conflictbetween tasks to be reflectedin the performance
of only one task, namely the secondary task.
In Experiment 2, the form identification task was com-
bined with the first array identification task. A typical
stimulus is shown in Figures ld and ie. The form iden-
tification required the observers to report the letter ap-
pearing atthe centerofthe stimulus array. This lettertook
the form ofeither a T or a r, each with equal probabil-
ity. The array identification required observers to report
the array type, eitherhorizontal (d5/d~= 0.8) or vertical
(dh/d~= 1.2), both being equally probable.
Under single-taskconditions (form identification alone,
array identification alone) observers gave one response
(0 or I on the terminal keyboard). Under the double-task
condition (form identification and array identification
combined), form identification was designated primary
and array identification secondary. The observers gave
two (serial) responses, with the first response pertaining
to the primary task.
The results are presented graphically in Figure 3 and
in numerical form in Table 3. Eachgraph summarizes the
performance data obtained from 1 observer(M.B., S.W.,
or H.S.) on one of the two tasks (form identifica-
tion or array identification), and juxtaposes his/her per-
formance on this task under single-task(open circles) and
double-task (filled circles) conditions. The graphs are
based on 1,600-3,750 trials each. The values listed in
Table 3 arethe parameter T, which reflects SOA at thresh-
old (seethe Method section). For the primary task (form
identification), performance is not expected to differbe-
tweensingle- and double-tasksituations. In fact, Observer
H.S. exhibited aslight nonsignificant reduction in primary
task performance, while Observer J.B. showed a small
significant enhancement, perhaps due to an increase in
vigilance under double-task conditions. Similar results
were obtained for the performance of the primary task
in Experiments 3-6.
On the secondary task (array identification), all ob-
servers suffered a largeand highly significant(p < .005)
performance reduction under double-taskconditions. This
was observed for all except the very largest(~ 140-msec)
SOA values. Evidently, concurrent execution of the
primary task impairs the ability of observers to identify
arraytype and interfereswith the grouping processes that
presumably mediate array identification under more
favorable circumstances. It would appear, therefore, that
perceptual grouping and form identification competewith
each other for attentive resources.
Experiment 3: Form Identification
and Singularity Detection
We have shown previously that the detection ofa sin-
gularity in an otherwise uniform background texture isATTENTION AND GROUPING 285
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Figure 3. Resultsfor Experiment 2. The experiment combined formidentification and discrimination ofproximity grouping. The up-
per row of graphs shows performance on form identification (ordinate) as a functionof stimulus onset asychrony (SOA, abscissa), for
Observers M.B., S.W.,J.B., andH.S. The lower rowof graphsshows performance on discrimination of proximity grouping as a func-
tion ofSOA. Form identification wasthe primarytask; grouping discrimination, the secondary task. Each graphcompares optimal per-
formance, obtained when the task was carried out alone (o = single-task situation) with the performance observed when the other task
was carried out concurrently (. = double-task situation). The number oftrials on which the graph is based is given at the lower right
in eachgraph. In theobserver average, performance on formidentification does not differ significantly betweensingle- and double-task
situations, whereas performance on grouping discrimination is significantly reduced in the double-task situation (Table3).
largely unaffected by the concurrent execution ofa form
identification task(Braun& Sagi, 1990, 1991, 1992). We
took this outcome to show that the processes underlying
texture segregation do not share attentive resources with
formidentification. Intrigued by the contrastbetween the
earlier finding concerning texture segregation and the
present one concerning perceptual grouping, we replicated
the experimentofBraun and Sagi (1991) with the present
stimulus pattern (Figures id and le). Due to the presence,
in half of the trials, of a single L among the array of
+ s, this pattern permits usto combine the form identifi-
cation with a singularity detection task (see the Method
section). Form identification involved reporting the let-
ter (r or T) at the center of the stimulus array. Singular-
ity detection involved reporting the presence or absence
of an L among the array of +s. When present, the L
appeared within an annular region around the center of
the array (3.75°—5.86°eccentricity; see the Method
section).
Observers responded onceunder the single-task (form
identificationalone, singularity detectionalone) and twice
under the double-task (form identification and singular-
Table 3
Form Identification and Discrimination of Proximity Grouping
Observer
T Values (in Milliseconds)
Significance
Task
Single Double Difference
Form Identification (Primary Task) T
MB. 70.00±2.17 65.53±2.44 —4.47±3.26 n.s.
SW. 66.75±1.62 66.16±1.95 —0.59±2.53 n.s.
J.B. 63.44±1.94 51.40±1.93 —12.04±2.73 n.s.”
H.S. 37.20±3.14 43.20±1.88 6.00±3.66 n.s.
Average 59.35±7.50 56.57±5.61 —2.78±3.77 n.s.
Discrimination of Proximity Grouping (Secondary Task)
M.B. 56.88±2.97 >100.67±5.27 >43.87±6.05 p<.0O5
S.W. 73.80±1.76 >118.02±2.93 >44.22±3.42 p<.005
J.B. 63.04±1.81 >93.12±1.37 >30.08±2.27 p<.005
H.S. 36.40±2.34 >77.80±4.16 >41.40±4.79 p<.005
Average
*Significant e
57.51±7.86 >97.40±8.36 >39.89±3.33
nhancement, p < .005.
p<.005
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Figure 4. Resultsfor Experiment 3, whichcombined form identificationand singularity detec-
tion, for Observers M.B., S.W., and J.B. (o = single-task situation,. = double-task situation).
Performance on neither task differs significantly between single- and double-task situations
(Table 4).
ity detection combined) conditions. Under the lattercon-
dition, form recognition was designated the primary and
singularitydetection thesecondary task. The firstresponse
pertained to the primary task. The results are presented
graphically (Figure 4) as well as numerically (Table 4),
with the format of presentation the same as before. The
graphs are based on 1,600-2,000 trials each.
Performance on both the primary (form identification)
and secondary (singularity detection) tasks was similar
under the double- and single-task conditions. Double-task
performance on singularity detection, where any compe-
tition for resources is expected to become apparent, was
not significantly changed forObserver M.B., somewhat
reduced (p < .05) for ObserverS.W., and somewhaten-
hanced(p < .01) for Observer J.B., relativetothe single-
taskperformance ineach case. Acrossobservers, a paired
t test revealed no significant change in performance.
The compatibility ofconcurrently executed form iden-
tification and texture segregation tasks demonstrates that
there is no measurable competition for attentive resources
between these tasks. Together with the outcome of the
previous experiment, this result suggests that our array
identification and singularity detection tasks differ sub-
stantially in the demand that they place on attentive
resources. More generally, the two results suggest that
fundamentally different types ofprocesses mediate per-
ceptual grouping and texture segregation, respectively.
Experiment 4: Discrimination of Proximity
Grouping and Singularity Detection
The outcomes ofthe preceding two experiments showed
that our array identification task conflicts with our form
identificationtask, whereas our singularity detection task
does not. Ifconflicts between these tasks can occur only
Table 4
Form Identification and Singularity Detection
T Values (in Milliseconds)
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Observer
Task
Single Double Difference Significance
Form Identification (Primary Task)
MB. 68.60±2.00 74.96±1.84 6.36±2.72 p<.Ol
S.W. 66.75±1.62 72.44±1.38 5.69±2.12 p<.Ol
J.B. 63.44±1.94 50.49±2.18 —12.95±2.92 n.s.’
Average 66.26±1.51 65.96±7.77 —0.30±6.33 n.s.
Singularity Detection (Secondary Task)
M.B. 85.80±2.27 87.04±2.41 1.24±3.31 n.s.
SW. 80.22±2.05 85.07±1.74 4.84±2.69 p<.O5
J.B. 81.26±0.95 75.91±1.96 —5.35±2.18 n.s.t
Average
*Sigthficant
82.43±1.71 82.67±3.43 0.24±2.98
enhancement, p < .005. tSignificant enhancement, p < .01.
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Figure 5. Results for Experiment 4, which combined discrimination of proximity group-
ing with singularity detection, for Observers M.B., S.W., andJ.B. (o = single-task situa-
tion,. = double-task situation). Performance on neither task differs significantly between
single- and double-task situations (Table 5).
on one level, namely, the level of competition for atten-
tive resources, as we would like to assume, then one
would expect the singularity detection to be compatible
not only with the form identificationbut also withthe ar-
ray identification task.
To ascertain whether or not this expectation would be
met, we conducted an experiment in which array iden-
tification was combined with singularity detection. The
stimulus was identical to theone usedbefore (Figures id
and 1e), and the procedureremained unchanged as well:
array identificationrequired a report onarray type (hori-
zontal, dh/dv = 0.8, or vertical, dhldv = 1.2), whereas
singularitydetection required a report on the presenceor
absence of an L that could appear in an annular region
around the center ofthe array. The observers responded
once under the single-task condition (array identification
alone, singularity detection alone) and twice under the
double-task condition (array identification and singularity
detection combined). In the double-task situation, array
identification was the primary task and the first response
pertained to it.
The results are presented graphically (Figure 5)and nu-
merically (Table 5) in unchanged format. The graphs are
based on 1,600-2,500 trials each. All observers show
nearly identical performance under the single- and double-
task conditions forboth the primary (array identification)
and the secondary (singularity detection) tasks. As in
earlier experiments, Observer J.B. experienced a signif-
icant (p < .005) performance enhancement under the
double-task conditions, presumably becauseofincreased
vigilance. Small significant (p < .05) reductions in
double-task performance occurred for ObserverM.B. in
the case ofthearray identificationand forObserver S.W.
in the case of the singularitydetection. Across observers,
Table 5
Discrimination of Proximity Grouping and Singularity Detection
TValues (in Milliseconds)
Observer
Task
Single Double Difference Significance
Discrimination of Proximity Grouping (Primary Task)
MB. 46.80±2.02 54.46±2.66 7.66±3.34 p<.O5
SW. 73.80±1.76 71.39±2.09 —2.41±2.74 n.s.
J.B. 63.04±1.81 52.45±2.05 —10.59±2.73 n.s.A
Average 61.21±7.85 59.43±6.01 —1.78±5.28 n.s.
Singularity Detection (Secondary Task)
M.B. 85.80±2.27 81.50±2.39 —4.30±3.30 n.s.
SW. 80.22±2.05 87.67±3.14 7.44±3.75 p<.O5
J.B. 81.26±0.95 69.99±1.66 —11.26±1.92 n.s.A
Average
*Sigmficant
82.43±1.71 79.72±5.18 —2.71±5.46
enhancement, p < .005.
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a paired t test revealed a small significant enhancement
in the performance of both tasks under the double-task
conditions.
The outcome shows that there exists no measurable con-
flict between the concurrent performance of the array
identification and the singularity detectiontasks. Thisre-
sult is consistent with the hypothesis that, in any combi-
nation, the tasks investigated here conflict only at one
level.
Experiment 5: Form Identification and
Detection of Proximity Grouping
Itis possible that thearray identificationtask in Exper-
iments 1—4 involves two separate steps: establishing the
perceptual organizationof the stimulus array, and discrim-
inating between the two possible forms ofperceptual or-
ganization (horizontal and vertical grouping). Ifthis was
indeedso, there would be more than one way ofexplain-
ing why array identificationrequires visual attention(Ex-
periment 2); namely, the demand for attentive resources
could be due to the first step, the second step, or both.
To get around this concern, we repeated Experiment 2
with analternative array identificationtask, chosen in such
a way as to retain the first step (establishing perceptual
organization) and to remove the second step (discrimi-
nating between orientations).
Specifically, we used an array identification task in
which observers reported merely thepresenceor absence
ofperceptualorganization. To this end, the stimulus was
modified to present the observer with three array types:
a horizontal type withdhId~< 1.0 (25% of the trials),
a vertical type withdhId~> 1.0(25% of the trials), and
a neutral type withdhId~= 1.0 (50% of the trials). The
task of the observer consisted of discriminating between
perceptually organized (horizontal or vertical) array types
and the neutral array type.
Using ratios ofmean element spacing ofdh/d~= 0.8,
1.2, and 1.0, this grouping detection task turned out to
be more difficult than the grouping discrimination task
used before ~2In order to permit observers to perform at
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levels that were comparable to those in previous experi-
ments, we repeated the experiment with a larger differ-
ence in element proximity, using ratios of mean element
spacing of dhId~= 0.66, 1.5, and 1.0 (see the Method
section). This change had the additional effect ofmaking
comparable the respective single-task performance levels
for array identification and form identification tasks. In
all other respects, the experiment was analogous to Ex-
periment 2. As before, form identification required ob-
servers to report the letter (T or ~) appearing at the
array’s center and was designated the primary task. In
the double-task situation, the first response pertained to
the form identification task. The results are represented
graphically in Figures 6a and 6b and numerically in Ta-
bles 6and 7. The graphs are based on 2,000-5,350 trials
(Figure 6a) or on 1,750—8,500 trials each (Figure 6b).
Performance on the primary task (form identification)
was similar under single- and double-task conditions, al-
though for the smallerproximity differences (dh/d~= 0.8,
1.2, or 1.0) a small significant (p < .01) reduction in
double-task performance was obtained from Observer
H. S. and a small significant (p < .05) enhancement was
obtained from Observer S.W. On the secondary task(sec-
ond array identification), all observers experienced alarge
and highly significant (p < .005) reduction in the double-
task performance. This was true for the smaller (dhId~=
0.8, 1.2, l.0)as well as for the larger (dh/d~= 0.66, 1.5,
1.0) proximity differences.
The results show that execution of the primary task se-
verely impairs the ability of observers to carry out the
modified array identification task, which involves only
the detection, not the discrimination, of perceptual organi-
zation. The outcome suggests that the process ofpercep-
tual grouping, whichwe assume underlies the performance
of the array identification, poses a demand for attentive
resources that competes with a demand from the form
identification.
Experiment 6: Form Identification and
Detection of Similarity Grouping
The main finding reported so far is that the execution
oftasks assumed to rely on perceptual grouping conflicts
withthe concurrent execution of a form identification task.
To extend the generality of this finding, we investigated
a third type ofarray identification task, in which element
similarity rather than proximity is the factor responsible
fortheorganization (both objectiveand perceptual) of the
stimulus array. Preliminary experiments confirmed that
similarity-based array identification is based on a large
part ofthe stimulus array; that is, the task is not carried
Table 6
Form Identification and Detection of Proximity Grouping (r = 1.2)
T Values (in Milliseconds)
Significance
Task
Observer Single Double Difference
Form Identification (Primary Task)
SW. 54.40±1,90 49.80±1.76 —4.60±2.59
R.K. 45.79±1.58 48.25±2.10 2.46±2,63
H.S. 60.44±2.84 71.73±3.33 11.29±4.38
Average 53.54±4.25 56,59±7,58 3.05±4.60
n.s.*
n.s.
p<.01
n.s.
Detection of Proximity Grouping (Secondary Task)
S.W. 72.40±2.57 >94.00±4,09 >21.60±4.82
R.K. 74.84±2.16 >92.71±1.80 >17.88±2.82
H.S. 82.64±1.88 >120.52±2,16 >37.88±2.86
Average 76.63±3.09 >102.41±9.06 >25.79±6.14
p<.005
p<.005
p< .005
p’<.05
*Significant enhancement, p < .05.
Table 7
Form Identification and Detection of Proximity Grouping (r = 1.5)
T Values (in Milliseconds
Significance
Task
Observer Single Double Difference
Form Identification (Primary task)
H.S. 43.80±2.59 49.20± 3.02 5.40±3.98
MB. 69.36±2.75 70.75±2.23 1.39±3.54
SW. 63.26± 1.85 62.65± 1.43 —0.61±2.34
Average 85.47±32.43 87.53±31.85 2.06±1.77
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
Detection of Proximity Grouping (Secondary Task)
H.S. 52.00±1.83 >99.20±2.54 >47.20±3.12
MB. 55.80± 1.79 >87.17±2.71 >31.37±3.25
SW. 70.39±2.10 >86.45±2.19 >16.06±3.03
Average 86.06±25.43 >117.61±25.05 >31.54±8.99
p<.OO
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Figure 7:Resultsfor Experiment 6, whichcombined formidentification with detection ofsimilarity grouping, forObservers
M.B., H.S., and S.W. (o = single-task situation,. = double-task situation). Performance on grouping detection is signifi-
cantly lower in the double-task situation (Table 8).
Table 8
Form Identification and Detection of Similarity Grouping
T Values (in Milliseconds)
Observer
Task
Single Double Difference Significance
Form Identification (Primary Task)
M.B. 72.77± 1.79 75.47± 2.72 2.69±3.26 n.s.
H.S. 39.54± 1.66 41.88±2.75 2.34±3.21 n.s.
SW. 75.20±2.65 76.00±3.59 0.80±4.47 n.s.
Average 62.50±11.50 64.45±11.29 1.94±0.58 n.s.
Detection of Similarity Grouping (Secondary Task)
M.B. 92.20±3.28 >132.47±3.06 >40.27±4.49 p<.O05
H.S. 98.39±3.23 >130.36±3.65 >31.97±4.87 p<.005
SW. 103.32±1.95 >149.07±6.87 >45.75±7.14 p<.O05
Average 97.97±3.22 >137.30±5.92 >39.33±4.01 p<.0O5
out by scrutinizing and identifying the shapes and posi-
tions of a few individual array elements (results not
shown).
To this end, we presented a stimulus pattern consisting
of Ls and + s arranged in a square array of 11 x 11 ele-
ments. Three types oforganization were used: a vertical
type with Ls and + s forming alternating columns, a
horizontal type with Ls and + s forming alternating
rows, and a neutral type with Ls and +s distributed ran-
domly (Figures ig and lh). At the center of the array,
a smaller element appeared in the shape of either a T or
a smaller r.
The array identification task consisted of reporting the
presence (but not the type) of organization in the stimulus
array (horizontal or vertical array), or its absence (neutral
array). The form identification task involved, as before,
a report on the shape (F or ~) of the central array ele-
ment. Inthe double-task situation, form identification was
the primary task and the observer’s first response per-
tainedto this task. The outcome is presented graphically
in Figure 7 and numerically in Table 8. Individualgraphs
are based on 1,550-4,300 trials each.
For the primary task (form identification), performance
is similar under double- and single-task conditions. Sta-
tistical analysis (t test) of the temporal threshold data
shows a highly significantdifference (p < .005) between
the single-task and the double-task conditions of the ar-
ray identificationtask. It is alsoclearthat thepresent vari-
ant ofdetectingorganizationwithina stimulus arrayfinds
itself in conflict with the execution ofa form identifica-
tion task. This outcome suggests that perceptual group-
ing on the basis ofsimilarity requires access to attentive
resources.
DISCUSSION
Thegeneral aim in the present study was to investigate
whether or not visual attention is required for perceptual
grouping. To address this issue, wehadobservers attempt
to carry outtwo visualtasks concurrently: atask assumed
I.)
5)
0
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to reflect perceptual grouping, and a task assumed toen-
gage visual attention. Thus, visual attention was expected
to be unavailable, or available only to a small extent, for
the presumedgrouping task. The outcome, obtained with
four variants of grouping, was a dramatic reduction in
the performance of the presumed grouping tasks. In an
initial control experiment, the task assumed to engage
visual attention was combined with a task assumed to
reflect texture segregation, and in a second control ex-
periment, the presumedgrouping task wascombined with
the presumedtexture segregation task. Neithercombina-
tion led to a significant impairment of any of the tasks
involved. This demonstrates that only some, and not all,
combinationsoftasks give rise to a conflict. Specifically,
the problematiccombinations appearto be those in which
one task involves perceptual grouping (rather than tex-
ture segregation) and the othertask engages visualatten-
tion (rather than relying on preattentive mechanisms).
If the stated assumptions concerning the nature of our
tasksare correct, the results would seem to show that per-
ceptual grouping requires visual attention. Since this
would contradictsome ofthe currentthinking onpercep-
tual grouping, we will examine once more the basis for
these assumptions, beginning with the task meant to en-
gage visual attention.
Form Identification Task and
Attentive Resources
A considerableliterature (Bergen & Julesz, 1983; Braun
&Sagi, 1990, 199l;Duncan, 1979, 1985; Eriksen&St.
James, 1986; Eriksen & Yeh, 1985; LaBerge, 1983;
LaBerge & Brown, 1989; Sagi & Julesz, 1985a, 1985c;
Treisman, 1985; Treisman & Gormican, 1988; Treisman
and Paterson, 1984) suggests that a form identification
task such as the rh discrimination used here is resource
limited (Norman & Bobrow, 1975; Sperling & Dosher,
1986), in the sense that the performance level directly
reflects the amount of attentive resources devoted to the
task. When an observer is presented with two simulta-
neous form identificationtasks in separate parts ofthe field
of view, thetwo tasks conflict, and performance declines
in one task or the other (Adini and Sagi, 1992; Braun &
Sagi, 1991; Duncan, 1984). Specifically, if either ofthe
two tasks is performed optimally, performance on the
othertask is impaired drastically and recovers onlyifad-
ditional viewing time (on the order of 50—100 msec) is
made available (Braun & Sagi, 1991). Such “serial” be-
havior is considered characteristic of tasks that require
visual attention (Julesz, 1981; Treisman and Gelade,
1980).
Experiments like these suggest that performing a form
identification task at the optimal level produces a concen-
tration of attentive resources (on the item to be identi-
fied), and, as long as performance remains optimal, it can
be inferred that the presence of other items in the field
ofview, and/or theperformance ofothervisualtasks with
respect to such items, does not weaken or dilute this con-
centrationofresources. Ofcourse, sufficiently conspic-
uous secondary item(s) could conceivably produce amore
even distribution of attentive resources and could force
performance ofthe form identification below its optimal
level. However, our stimulus array did not have this ef-
fect on form identification: neither presence/absence of
the stimulusarray (around the central ~/T target) (Bar-
chilon Ben-Av, 1992) nor performance/nonperformance
of a secondary task was observed to significantly affect
performance on the r/r discrimination.
Accordingly, it appears safe to assume that performance
on the ~/T discrimination made attentive resources less
available, if atall, forsecondarytasks withrespectto the
array around the r/r target. Whether the reduction in
attentive resources was complete or incomplete (but sub-
stantial) is not critical to the interpretation of our main
result, which consists ofa differential effect on tasks as-
sumedto reflectperceptual groupingand on tasksassumed
to reflect texture segregation.
Array Identification Tasks and
Perceptual Grouping
Aiming to measure perceptual grouping, we employed
four tasks that involved the discrimination of different
types ofarrays, composed of randomly rotated + s and,
in one type of array, Ls. Differential proximity or, in
one type of array, differential similarity between neigh-
boring array elements elicited strong perceptual organi-
zation in either the horizontal or the vertical direction.
In other types ofarrays, the differences in proximity or
similarity were not distributed systematically among ar-
ray elements and failed to elicit perceptual organization.
Specifically, the four tasks were (1) the discriminationbe-
tween horizontal and vertical organization due to prox-
imity; (2) the discriminationbetween organizationbased
on proximity and no organization; (3) the sameas Task 2,
but withlarger differences in proximity; and (4) the dis-
crimination between organizationbased on similarity and
no organization.
Several arguments support the hypothesis that our ar-
ray identification tasks reflect perceptual grouping.
1. Although the physical differences between array
types would, in principle, have allowed discrimination on
the basis of only a few (two or three) neighboring array
elements, psychophysical performance was not based on
local cues but on a larger part of the array, measuring
roughly 5 x 5 elements or more (Experiment 1).
2. Element proximity and similarity, the two factors
manipulated by the physical attributes ofthe stimulus ar-
rays, are known tobe strong determinants of perceptual
grouping (Koffka, 1935).
3. The introspective appearance ofthe stimulusarrays
was dominated by perceptual grouping.
4. The four tasksare similarlyaffected by manipulation
of array size (Barchilon Ben-Av, 1992) and by restrict-292 BEN-AV, SAGI, AND BRAUN
ing the availability ofattentive resources, suggesting that
performance on all fourtasks isbased on similar percep-
tual mechanisms.
Singularity Detection Task and
Texture Segregation
To measure texture segregation, we used a task involv-
ing thedetection of singularity (a single, randomly rotated
L) in a dense background texture (the array of randomly
rotated + s). The juxtaposition of textures based on Ls
and +s has frequentlybeen used in textureresearch (Ber-
gen & Julesz, 1983; Julesz & Kröse 1988; Williams &
Julesz, 1991). Both psychophysical evidence (Gurnsey &
Browse, 1987) and quantitative models of texture segre-
gation (Fogel & Sagi, 1989; Malik & Perona, 1990;
Rubenstein & Sagi, 1990) suggest that the same mecha-
nisms affecttexture segregation on the basis ofdifferences
in shape (e.g., between line figures such as Ls and +s)
and differences in orientation or spatial frequency. Ac-
cordingly, there can be little doubt that our L in + de-
tection task reflects texture segregation.
Pairwise Compatibility or Incompatibility
of Visual Tasks
Wereport here on six situations in which we haveas-
sessedthecompatibility oftwo visual tasks performedcon-
currently. In each situation, the two tasks were ranked
into a primary and a secondary task and observers were
instructed to perform the primary task at optimal levels.
For the secondary task, a range of outcomes was ob-
served. These were quantified in terms of the increase
in threshold SOA relative to the optimal performance
level, ~T (see the Method section). The distribution of
outcomes contained values of zL~~T that were not sig-
nificantly different from zero (0.2± 3.0 msec and
—2.7± 5.5 msec, observer averages) and values of L~T
that were significantly larger than zero (39.9±3.3,
25.8±6.1, 31.5±9.0,and 39.3±4.Omsec, observer
averages). Accordingly, the outcomes can be described
in terms of either the compatibility (~T around 0 msec)
or the incompatibility (z~T around25-40 msec)ofthe two
visual tasks in question.
Compatibility wasobserved between the form identifi-
cation (as the primary task) and the singularity detection
(as the secondary task), and also between an array iden-
tification (primarytask) and thesingularity detection(sec-
ondary task). Incompatibility was observed between the
form identification (primary task) and all four types of
array identifications (secondary task). Additionalexper-
iments have shown the incompatibility ofarray identifi-
cation and form identification under the opposite task
ranking (array identification primary, formidentification
secondary) (Barchion Ben-Av, 1992).
Thepattern ofoutcomes is consistent with two simple
hypotheses: (1) that incompatibility occurs if and only if
two tasks compete for certain resources, and (2) that form
identification and array identification present a demand
for the resources in question, but that singularity detec-
tion does not. Since form identification is known to en-
gage visual attention, one is compelled to conclude that
the resources at issue are almost certainly the resources
ofvisual attention. Ifone assumes further that array iden-
tification reflectsperceptual grouping, it follows thatper-
ceptual grouping presents a demand for visual attention.
When singularity detection was the secondary task
(there were two such situations), compatibility between
primary and secondary tasks was observed, suggesting
that singularity detectionpresents no measurable demand
for visual attention. This conclusion is consistent withpre-
vious work in which we have been unable to discern a
requirement for attentiveresources in tasks involving tex-
ture segregation (Braun & Sagi, 1990, 1991, 1992; Karni
& Sagi, 1991; Sagi & Julesz, l985a, 1985c). Inour view,
these results show conclusively that certaintexturesegre-
gation tasks do not involve visual attention to a measur-
able degree and rely entirely, or virtually entirely, on
preattentive mechanisms.
hnplications for Perceptual Grouping
To the bestofour knowledge, theexperiments reported
here constitute the first direct evidence for the necessity
ofvisual attention in perceptual grouping. A previousre-
port showed that the pace of visual search, which is as-
sumedto reflect thepace ofsuccessive allocations ofvisual
attention, depends strongly on whether or not display
items are perceptually organized into groups (Treisman,
1982). Apparently, grouping allows attention to be allo-
cated to more items at a time and thus accelerates visual
search. From our point ofview, it is interesting that the
number of attentive fixations appears to be determined
by the number ofgroups in the display, which is consis-
tent with the possibility that the groups are formed one
by one with the helpofvisual attention. However, Treis-
man (1982) assumes that groups are established preatten-
tively at the very beginning of, rather than throughout,
the searchprocess, noting that “the theories allagree that
perceptual groupingoccurs automatically and in parallel,
without attention or scrutiny,” and that “this preattentive
organization should then affect all subsequent stages of
processing.” We believe that this view, which is repre-
sentativeofcurrentthinking onperceptual grouping, must
be reconsidered in the face ofthe evidencepresented here.
The relation between texture segregation and percep-
tual grouping must,in ouropinion, be reexamined as well.
The notion that “perceptual grouping is a special case of
texture segregation” (Treisman, 1982) stems from what
is known about the stimulus features that do, and those
that do not, support perceptual groupingand texturesegre-
gation. Features suchas luminance, orientation, or spatial
frequency are effectivein the context of both perceptual
groupingand texture segregation, whereas features such
as the curvature of line elements or the arrangement of
line elements are not (Beck, 1966, 1967, 1972; Beck
et al., 1991; Beck et al., 1987; Treisman, 1985; Treis-
man & Gormican, 1988). Findings of this type suggest
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uses information that is represented at an early stage of
visual processing. Notwithstanding these similarities, the
fact that the two types of tasks behave so differently in
the faceofcompetition for visual attention shows that there
also exists a fundamental difference between them. In-
deed, it is difficult to conceive of a difference more
fundamental than the dramatic imbalance in attentive
requirements observed here.
How can one account for the fact that texture segrega-
tion and perceptual grouping are so similar and sodiffer-
ent atthe same time? Acloser look at the two processes’
presumedperceptual functions suggests a possible answer
(with a littlehelp from hindsight). In thecase of the visual
processing of stimulus texture, a significant part of the
function would seem to be the registration of textural
boundaries and lines of discontinuity. Once registered,
the pattern formed by these lines can be used for several
purposes, as, for example, to help direct shifts ofvisual
attention (Koch & Ullman, 1985), or to reduce the num-
ber of possible perceptual organizations of the field of
view (Beck, 1982; Beck et al., 1983). In any case, it
seems clear that texture segregation is an “edge-based”
operation (Mumford, Kosslyn, Hillger, & Herrnstein,
1987). Perceptual grouping, on the other hand, can lend
cohesion to a region (or several regions) within the field
ofview and clearly seems to be a “region-based” opera-
tion (Mumford et al., 1987). In addition to perceptual
cohesion, however, grouping also creates an internal
structureor organization in the affected region. A grouped
area is not merely a perceptual unit; it has a perceived
direction, pattern offlow, or someother internal organi-
zation. This global aspectof grouping—’‘global” in the
sensethat it applies tothe grouped region in its entirety—
does not seem to have a counterpart in texture segrega-
tion. Therefore it seems conceivablethat thisaspectalone
requires visual attention.
Implications for Visual Attention
How is our view ofvisual attention and its function af-
fected by the finding that attention is necessary to per-
ceptual grouping? In an attempt to answer this question,
we consider two hypothetical functions of visual atten-
tion: the selective function and the organizing function.
By selectivefunction, we referto the idea that visual at-
tention selects a small subset from the largenumber of
stimuli crowding the field of view, thus reducing the
amount ofinformation confronting subsequentprocesses
(e.g., LaBerge & Brown, 1989; Van Essen, Anderson,
& Felleman, 1991; Wise& Desimone, 1988). By organiz-
ing function, we refer to the notion that visual attention
not only selects, but also structures what it has selected,
creating some sort of organized whole out ofthe stimu-
lus elements that have been singled out (e.g., Beck, 1982;
Beck et al., 1983; Treisman, 1982).
In view ofthe visual operations that, as we have found,
require visual attention—namely, form identification and
perceptual grouping—it seemsclear that postulating a selec-
tive function for visual attention may explain why form
identification requires visual attention, but not why per-
ceptual grouping does so. In order to account for both ob-
servations, we are compelled to postulate an organizing
function for visual attention. The natureofthis organizing
function is difficult to gauge from present evidence. Be-
cause of the size of the region on which grouping perfor-
mance is based (Experiment 1), it is tempting to invoke
the dispersed form of visual attention that has been postu-
lated by several authors (Eriksen & St. James, 1986;
LaBerge & Brown, 1986). Independently of the spatial dis-
tribution of visual attention, it is conceivable that the act
ofattentive organizing is precisely that step which, in the
view ofthe Gestalt school, separates figure from ground.
Finally, it should not go unremarked that, at least in the
case of perceptual grouping, visual attention appears to
work with information about luminance, orientation, and
spatial frequency, among other features. This suggests that
attentive (and notonly preattentive) processescan operate
in the context of an early representation of the stimulus.
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NOTES
1. As it isused here, the term visiblepersistence subsumes both the
“visible persistence” ofColtheart (1980), whichlasts for 100-200 msec
after stimulus onset, and the “visual analog representation” ofIrwin
and Yeomans (1986), which isthought to last for 150-300 msec after
stimulus offset.
2. This is not surprising, giventhat grouping detection requires ob-
servers to discriminate between ratios 0.8 or 1.2 on the one hand and
1.0 on theother(ratioof ratios: 1.2), whereas groupingdiscrimination
requires merely thediscrimination between ratios0.8 and 1.2 (ratio of
ratios: 1.5).
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